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OVER fifty years have gone by since' The Shirburnian'
was first published, in the year 1859, and we find

ourselves being forced to reiterate an appeal first made in
the earliest number of all.

, We conclude,' says its preface, 'with the question, "Will
you write?" which we hope will be satisfactorily answered
in the affirmative before our next number, by showers of
contributions. '

We are not among those who are continually pointing out
the superiority of the brave days of old over this degenerate
age, yet we cannot but think that that appeal was answered
more readily than those which have appeared in 'Shir
burnians' of more recent date.

An interesting letter appears in these pages dealing with
the question of the improvement of the average Public School
Magazine, and though we do not agree with all that our
correspondent says, we feel that 'The Shirburnian ' should
contain more of the ingredients which he suggests.
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Let us therefore once more assure our readers that any
interesting article will be most welcome; and if it is modesty
which prevents those who should be glad to place their
talents at the disposal of a school institution, from contri
buting, let us assure them that the authorship of their efforts
shall be disclosed to none but ourselves.

The term has not been marked by any epoch-making event,
but has been none the less a successful one.

The New Buildings are now well nigh fit for habitation
and soon the courts will be once more free from debris, and
the sound of hammer and chisel will be heard no longer.

In our last number we spoke hopefully of the coming
football season, and these expectations have been fully
realised. The XV has won seven out of eleven matches
played up till now, although it has never been at its full
strength during the whole of a match.

Little remains to be said. We will even refrain from a
tirade against the weather of the last few weeks, though we
feel that it woulo not be wholly unjustified. Let us
conclude by extending to our readers our best wishes for the
festive season.

IN HESPRILACUM.

Floreat Hesprilacus follis cui cura sudesque
Gymnasii dominus, floreat Hesprilacus.

Difficiles dat uoce sonOS, sunt balbaque verba;
pellis habet dextram, coccina uitta caput.

1
I
I
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AD W. J. BENSLY, DIGRESSUM.

Ille deum excedit hatria praecepta secutus;
Iamque alias terras posito certamine ql1aerit,
Armaque lamentans linquit, dulcemque palaestram.
Namque olli, media prono sub nocte sedenti
In libros, Iovis ipse celer pede nuntius adstat.
Et simul ' Imperio Iovis haec ad limina veni,
, Aethera fer plaeidum properans et nubila eaeli.'
Hic stupet, et 'quid vis? quidve hic fetus?' inquit: at ille
'Non equidem vestram pietatem omnisque Jabores
, Ignoramus,' ait; 'suferis tu rotus in oris;'
, Sed iam tempus adest tantos posuisse labores,
'Teque iubent magni faullum requieseere divi.
, Iamque vale, die triste vale, soeiisque relietis
, Eeee feret eeleris longinquos arbor ad Indos.
, FloribllS hie tibi prata mieant fragrantia raris;
, Omnis amicta eomis miris, nam flamine ab alto
, Accipit humorem, silva. Aut regnantibus umbris
'Tigridis auditur c1amor, magnique leonis,
, Horribilisque in fronde erepens insibilat anguis.
, At tibi terra manet suavis: gratissima mella
, Reddit apis, viridi et funduntur at arbore poma;
, Prata favent messi, ridetque in gramine Baechus.'
Talia Mercurius, Iouis et ceu saepe magistri
Aera pereussit fulgur, uanescit in auras.

THREE POEMS OF CATULLUS.

1. THE DEDICATION.

Whom shall I send this dainty book,
So new and neat? Is there a nook,
Cornelius, in your precious store
Of valued books, for just one more?
You used to say, once on a time,
I had a pretty taste for rhyme,
While setting forth in volumes three
The whole of th(,J world'::; history,
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A learned and stupendous task.
So take this book, it's all I ask;
Worthless and petty, though it be,
You'll value it, because it's me.
And may the inspirer of these pages,
My muse, preserve them down the ages!

Il. ODE TO LESBIA'S SPARROW.

Sparrow, my mistress's delight,
Who, lucky bird, hast e'er the right
To play with her and nestle warm
Within her bosom, without harm.
She holds her finger for their pecks,
And keeps it still, and little reeks,
Bright shining lady of my heart,
Partly in play, but, surely, part
To soothe her sorrow when the pain
Abates, for fear it come again-
Ah, would that I with thee might play
Like her, and drive my cares away!

Ill. ODE ON DEATH OF LESBIA'S SPARROW.

Mourn, Loves and Graces; mourn ye too as well
You whom the Graces love, the while I tell
Of how my loved one's sparrow's dead and gone,
My loved one's darling whom she loved alone
More than her eyes: for he was honey sweet
And knew his mistress with a love complete,
As maiden for her mother: he would rest
Secure and happy in his dear one's breast,
Or hop about and chirp for her delight;
But now he's gone into the spaceless night
Whence none return. I curse your cursed shades,
Who ravish all things lovely in your raids.
So lovely was the bird that ye have stolen!
And now my darling's eyes are red and swollen,
Poor bird, for she is weeping for thy sake.
Oh cruel deed, my loved one's pet to take I
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DitJieilis faeilis, illezt1Jdus aeerbzes es idem;
Nee tecum POSStt1lZ vivere, nee sine te.

Martial, 12, 47.

.Now Jovial, now cross,
Now pleasant, now sour,

You're never the same
From hour to hour.

There's something perverse
Yet fetching about you;

I simply can't live
Either with or without you.

O.T.

THE NEW BUILDINGS.

o pueri gaudete! uos et gaudete, magistri!
Adspicite ut surgat iam pateatque domus!

Namque nouae antiquis accedunt moenibus aedes,
Aeriis tectis cogitur usque forum.

Partibus ecce tribus plenis iam quarta repletur,
Tectaque per quartam culmina pulcra leuant.

Culmina per plateam dum tecta per aethera toIlunt
Tunc etiam huic crescit gloria summa domo.

Rejoice, ye boys! Ye masters too, rejoice!
See how your ancient school doth rise and spread!

See how your Courts are pressed with lofty roofs
And how new halls join hands with halls long dead!

Three sides already of your Courts are full
And now the last is graced with dwellings fair.

And while these dwellings raise their heads to heav'n,
To this our School doth greater fame repair.

THE MAN OF THE MATHS. PROBLEM.

I'll tell you of a man we meet
Mid Geometry and Fractions,

vVho is not quite responsible
For all his thoughts and actions.
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At night-time he with joyful mien
All lamp-posts doth behold

And calculates their shadows' length,
In spite of rain and cold. _

You often find him selling things,
Nuts, oranges and buns,

And sometimes goats and sheep and pigs,
Or coal in sacks and tons.

In any race of any length,
That he by chance takes part in,

He always first will calculate
His handicap in starting.

To win is not his heart's desire,
But always he's decided

That all shall share and share alike
The prize that is provided.

If wandering by a shady stream
On grassy, meadowed river,

He does not breathe the ~cented air,
He does not bathe and shiver.

Far otherwise he spends his time
When he is thus at leisure,

With six-foot rule the water's breadth,
He'll calculate or measure.

And when at home, he reckons out
(At least so Borchardt tells)

The length and breadth and volume of
The rooms in which he dwells.

And this is not surprising for
They must be padded cells.

HUM-TAH.

THE OTHER POINT OF VIEW.

I am a modern motor bus·
That ply my trade in town,

And all the pedestrians make a fuss
And bitterly run me down.
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, Most dangerous smelly thing' they say,
, It snorts as though 'twould bust;

One h3.rdly dares to cross the way;
And-look at the dreadful dust! '

And yet I carry them here and there
And do my very best,

And only charge a moderate fare
To take them from East to West.

And if perhaps I utter snorts,
They do not seem to see,

I too am sometimes out of sorts,
Nor do they pity me.

I carry heavy loads all day
And come home late at night;

And again I go my weary way
Directly it is light.

When I go a bit too fast
, They'll never see home again,'

When there's a block I can't get past
, We'll never catch that train.'

And when I begin to get up speed
Somebody wants to get out;

For people don't pay any heed
To me: they leave me out.

And so I feel myself ill-used,
For when I try to suit,

I only get myself abused
Or called a clumsy brute.

. One day I'll do a noble feat
And set this country free,

For skidding lllto Downing Street
I'll LAND upon L-G.

x.

FOOTBALL.

SCHOOL v. LLANDOVERY COLLEGE.

This match was played on the Cardiff Arms Park on
Wednesday, November 5th. vVe arrived III Cardiff to find a
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slight drizzle, which fortunately stopped before the match began,
and the ground practically under water.

For the first half, the School penned Llandovery in their own
half, but good tackling on their part, and wme weak handling
owing to the greasy state of the ball-by our backs prevented
us from scoring. Half-time arrived with no score.

From the kick off, however, our forwards took the ball to
inside their twenty-five, and from a scrum there, Prance opened
the game out on the blind side for Vacher to score an excellent
try near the touch line. The kick failed. Soon afterwards,
however, Llandovery heeled from a scrum at the half way line,
and their left centre, slipping the defence cleverly, ran very
strongly to score a try near the posts, which was easily converted.
Stuart-Prince next made an excellent run, but was magni
ficently tackled from behind. Soon afterwards we had the
misfortune to lose Prance with a broken collar bone. Hoskins
was brought out of the grovel to scrum half, and we played
seven forwards. In spite of this we pressed hard and three
minutes from the end, after some loose scrummaging on
their line, Hoskins jumped over with a try near the posts. The
kick failed. The whistle going almost immediately for no side,
we were left winners by two tries to a goal

The School were more than one point the better side;" the
only department in the game in which Llandovery were better
served being in the kicking; all their outsides making far better
use of the touch line than ours.

For the School all the forwards played very well, but our
three-quarters did not appear to find the heavy ground to their
liking, and seemed much slower than usual. Score :-School,
6 points; Llandovery, 5 points.

School-G. A. Young; R. B. ]enkins, E. E. F. Baker, H.
P. Clarke, D. Stuart-Prince; W. E. Vacher, G. B. S. Prance;
F. O. Wheeler, E. G. P. Fenn, M. E. K. Westlake, O. F. C.
Carr-Ellison, F. D. Hoskins, H. B. Hodges, R. V. Kestlell
Cornish, A. C. Frost.

SHERBORNE v. DULWICH COLLEGE

This, the third of our School matches, was played at Dulwich
on Wednesday, November 12th. Heavy and continuous rain
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had converted the ground into a morass, on which good play
was not expected, but expectation was falsified, for a more
exhilarating display of School football can rarely have been
seen by the many hundreds of spectators who were present.

Baker, winning the toss, chose wisely to face a strong wind
in the first half. First blood was drawn by Sherborne throu'gh
an unconverted try by Baker, who caught the defence napping.
Dui wich replied by a g-oal after a great run by Gilligan. Again
we led, when Clarke, feinting cleverly from the base of the scrum,
ran straight through for twenty-five yards and scored a fine try
(6-5). Hitherto the game had been very equal, but during the
last ten minutes before the interval our opponents got the ball
frequently and scored three more tries through their swift and
greatly-daring outsides, of whom Franklin-an unusually strong
runner-seemed the most dangerous. Half-time arrived with
Dulwich leading by 14- points t06.

In the second half the Sherborne front rank proved irresis
tible; their shoving, dribbling, heeling, breaking up and tackling
were alike immense, and their only weakness lay in the line-out.
Our outsides, running with great dash and determination
behind these overwhelming forwards, held the greasy ball safely
and without fumbling, and scored five more tries, before the
whistle sounded for time, throngh Baker (I), Jenkins (2) and
Vacher (2). Five minutes before time, with the School leading
18-14-, there was a thrilling moment of suspense for Sherborne
supporters. Dulwich made their final and supreme effort, and
their wing three-quarter was seen racing along the touch-line
and bearing down on our full back with his centre in close
attendance for the reverse pass. Young was equal to the
occasion and, with an enveloping tackle, smothered man and
ball a yard off our goal line. The School forwards relieved
with a fierce rush, and the ball, swiftly heeled from the ensuing
scrum, went like a flash through the gathering darkness along
the line to Jenkins who galloped round under the posts. Again
the extra points for a goal went begging, and Sherborne had
won by 21 points (7 tries) to 14- (I goal, three tries). Unques
tionably the better allround side won, the XV to a man were on
the top of their form, but even thus we could not have won
without the cohesion, skill and grit of the forwards, who,
splendidly led by Wheeler, routed the heavier Dulwich pack
and kept their really dangerous outsides in the second half, with
one single exception, entirely on the defensive.

Baker had every reason to be proud of his team; it was a
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triumph for the whole XV-and especially for Sherborne
forward play.

School-G. A. Young; R. B. Jenkins, E. E. F. Baker,
E. R. C. Hobson, D. Stuart-Prince; W. E. Vacher, H. P.
Clarke; F. O. \Vheeler, -E. G. P. Fenn, M. E. K. \Vestlake,
O. F. C. Carr-Ellison, F. D. Hoskins, H.B. Hodges, R. V.
Kestell-Cornish, A. C. Frost.-

SCHOOL v. BLACKHEATH "A."

This match was played on the School ground on Saturday,
November 22nd, and resulted in a win for the School by eleven
points to nine. The game was a good one, though perhaps a
trifle devoid of incident. The thing which struck us especially
was the scant courtesy shown to the clothing of our opponents.
This of course appealed very strongly to the subtle sense of
humour which is the chief characteristic of the representatives
of the Town.

Soon after the kick off the Club forced the ball into our
twenty-five, and so vigorous was the attack that the critics of
the touch-line remembered how they had said all along that
defeat was inevitable. A free kick was however awarded to the
School, and Wheeler in kicking across gained a considerable
amount of ground. Then followed a determined attack upon
our opponents' territory, and Vacher after a good bout of passing
received the ball from Jenkins and scored far out. The kick
was unsuccessful (3-0). Immediately after this another dan
gerous situation was saved by Young. A fine heel by Black
heath resulted in a try far out which was, however, unconverted
(3-3)' A splendid kick by Baker was well followed up by a
forward rush, and Baker, who again secured the ball, broke
through several opponents before he was collared. In spite of
several good kicks the home team forced the ball towards our
opponents' line till Kestell-Cornish anticipated an attempt on the
part of the Club to touch down, thus scoring a try in the corner.
The kick failed (6-3)' After this some close play ensued in
in the centre, in which there was much clever passing on
both sides. The Club began to press, but Hobson collared well
and soon after Young kicked magnificently. The whistle then
blew for half·time, leaving the score at 6-6.
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When play was resumed, there was some good dribbling by
the School. After much neutral play Jenkins burst through and
scored between the posts. This was converted by Fenn (I1-6).
Blackheath retaliated with a fierce rush and steadily forced the
ball into our territory until an unc~nverted try was scored
(II-g). vVestlake then forced our opponents to touch down.

The rest of the game was remarkably even, the most con
spicuous points being a good rush by Hoskins and one
or two good kicks by Vacher and Wheeler. The score remained
unchanged till "time," leaving the School victorious: School,
II points-Blackheath "A," 9 points.

The forwards all played a fine game, no one being especially
prominent. The combination of Baker and Jenkins was very
good, and Young played well at back.

School-G. A. Young; R. B. Jenkins, E. E. F. Baker, E. R. C.
Hobson, P. C. Grove; \V. E. Vacher, R. J. Morton; F. a.
Wheeler, E. G. P. Fenn, M. E. K. Westlake, F. D. Hoskins,
H. B. Hodges, R. V. Kestell-Cornish, A. C. Frost, L. S. Smith.

SCHOOL v. H.M.S. ORION,

The School, who were aided by the addition of A. B. Read,
Esq., and P. P. Hope, Esq., a.ss., won the toss and played
towards YeoviI. From the kick off the School pressed, and
Wheeler made a fine run. After some neutral play J enkins
made a strong run. The Ship relieved, but failed to find touch,
and Grove after a good run found touch. Soon after this, Hope,
after a magnificent dribble, kicked the ball over the opposing
backs' head and scored a try, which \Vheeler failed to convert
(3-0). After this the Ship pressed, but Hope relieved with a
fine run; which Wheeler followed up with a dribble into the
Ship's twenty-five. After some neutral play, Fenn made a good
run and found touch by the Ship's goal-line. The School were
soon awarded a free kick. Wheeler made a good attempt at
dropping a goal. From this the School again pressed and the
Ship was forced to touch down. After some neat passing by
Hope and Vacher the ball was again brought to our
opponents' goal line. The Ship's scrum half was then forced
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to retire from the field through a kick over his left eye.
The ship now made a desperate attack and forced the ball
into our twenty-five. One of the Ship's men then broke away,
and as Morton failed to collar him he scored a try. The kick
failed (3-3). The play was still in our twenty-five, when Hope
had to retire with a strained ankle. This accident made it
necessary for a change to be made in the position of the field.
Hoskins went back and Marton scrum half. Grove made some
good ground for the School, and the ball was brought back into
their twenty-five, where Baker saving a rush, picked up and put
Jenkins in ; 'Wheeler failed (6-3)' From the kick off Hoskins
secured and found touch in their twenty-five. The whistle then
blew for the interval.

On resuming Hope returned amid roars of applause. The
School were soon awarded a free kick, and Wheeler found
touch with a good kick. Soon after this Hope was seen
running strongly. However, it came to no good, owing to
a forward pass. After some good play on the part of Hobson
and Hope, the Ship were forced to touch down. From the drop
out, Read secured and made a fine run and was collared when
within a yard of the line. From a five yards' grovel Vacher
gave a dummy and scored between the posts for Wheeler to
convert (II-3). From the kick off Read again made a powerful
run, and was collared in their twenty-five. After some neutral
play near the half way line, Hope gained possession of the ball
and running through the whole side scored close to the posts.
Wheeler failed to convert (14--3). The Ship then pressed
with a fOl\vard rush, which was ably checked by Wheeler, who
picked up and found touch in their twenty-five. From this
point the Ship got their three quarters on the run and a try
became imminent. Hope however saved the position by inter
cepting a pass and putting Vacher in by Jenkin. The kick
failed (17-3)' The School continued to press, and Hope
making a reverse pass on the blind side to Vacher, put the latter
in. Wheeler failed to convert (20-3). The whistle now went
for time, leaving the School winners by 17 points. School 20
points: H.M.S. arian, 3 points.

School-R. J. Morton; P. C. Grove, E. R. C. Hobson, E. E. F.
Baker, R. B. Jenkins ; W. E. Vacher, P. P. Hope, Esq., O.S.;
F. O. Wheeler, A. B. Read, Esq., O.S., E. G. P. Fenn, M. E.
K. Westlake, F. D. Hoskins, R. V. Kestell-Cornish, A. C. Frost,
L. S. Smith.
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SCHOOL v. DARTMOUTH.

Dartmouth have earned the reputation this year of starting
their matches with great vigour, they certainly did so against
the School, as within five minutes Hutchinson had dropped
with his left foot a very neat goal, and soon afterwards scored a
try near the corner flag, which Miller converted with a fine kick.
From the touch line it seemed that Young, had he made up his
mind quicker, might have saved this try. Apart from this
mistake Young played his best game of the season, tackling all
through with great determination. Where he fails is in his
inability to kick well with his left foot, this in some situations is
a distinct handicap to him. It must have been depressing to
the School, who gave the impression of being rather stale, to be
nine points down so early in the game, but to their credit they
rallied well and soon began to get more of the ball. The
forwards were doing their utmost, and constantly heeling the
ball out, and had the scrum-half been able to take advantage
of this to set his backs going the final result might have
been very different. Chevalier, the opposing scrum-half,
though very small, is a player of great promise and was
able constantly to frustrate Clarke's efforts to get the ball
away, but at last Vacher, receiving from Clarke, dodged through
the Dartmouth defence with a good feinting kick. This try was
was not converted. Dartmouth replied with another try by
Hutchinson and soon after he was only pulled down in the nick
of time by Baker after he had beaten Jenkins and Young.
Baker throughout the game had to do more than his share of
saving and as usual got through an immense amount of hard work.

After half time Dartmouth again started strongly, and it was
only good tackling by Young which prevented a further score.
Dartmouth were constantly attacking quite close to the School
line, relief on two occasions being obtained by fine kicks on the
part of Baker and \Vheeler, but Dartmouth, returning to the
attack, scored through Bury, who received from Hutchinson,
whom Jenkins had failed to tackle. After this the School began
to get more of the game again; Clarke passing to Vacher, the
backs got well on the run, and Jenkins, receiving from Baker
about 50 yards from the Dartmouth goal-line, ran round the
defence and scored an unconverted try round the corner flag.
Just before time Hutchinson, who all through was the out
standing figure, made a fine run and, before being tackled by
Young, passed to Bury who again got in. The game ended
with the score l8·6 in favour of Dartmouth.
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On the day's play Dartmouth undoubtedly deserved to win.
They played with great dash and determination, and the passing
of their backs certainly reached a higher standard than that of
former teams. In Hutchinson, Chevalier, and the stand-off
half they have three players of distinct promise. It is only fair
to the School to say they were not at their best, no team, which
has other things to do as well as to play football, can help
getting stale towards the end of a long term. The absence, too,
of Prance at scrum-haif, and Clarke, and Stuart-Prince at three
quarter back was distinctly felt, as their substitutes, although
fairly good in defence, were of little use in attack. The School,
as usual, were most hospitably entertained and on Saturday
morning explored the charms of the Dart in a launch. The
final dash to Exeter cannot have been the least exciting
incident of a very pleasant outing. School, 6 points; Dart
mouth, 18.

SCHOOL 2nd XV. v. DOWNSIDE 2nd XV.

This match was played on the Upper on Saturday, November
8th.

The School won the toss and played towards the National
School. Downside began to press, but it was soon evident that
the School was the better side, and they won eventually by
eighty-one points to nil.

Sherborue School 2nd XV-Freund; Crawhall-Wilson, Collier,
Smythe, Grove; H. P. Clarke, Hobson; A. E. H. Dunston
(Captain), \V. M. Mason, L. S. Smith, Agar, Davies, Vizard,
Russell, Stevenson.

Downside School 2nd XV-E. E. Trevor Jones; J. S. Morress,
E. S. Trevor Jones, C. \V. Daly, F. G. Downing; Lord
Killeen (Captain), C. A. Vian; J. B. Keenan, W. M. Stourton,
H, L. Bodenham, L. Butler, E. Balfin, T. F. Turner, M. Hillier,
R. V. Agino.

SCHOOL 2ND XV v. HONITON SCHOOL.

This match was played at Honiton on Saturday, November
15th, and, after a good game, resulted in a victory for th~

School by 12 points to 5.
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SCHOOL 2ND XV v. MONKTON COMBE SCHOOL.

Played at Monkton Combe on Saturday, November 22nd.
The School 2nd XV was not at its full strength and was in
consequence fairly easily defeated by 19 points to 3.

COLTS (UNDER 16) V OSBORNE 1ST XV.

This match was played on Wednesday, November 19th.

The Colts kicked off and at once drove the ball into their
opponents' twenty-five, where play remained until de Vitre
scored, feinting through. The kick was not successful (3-0).
Forward rushes which followed were brilliantly saved by the
Osborne back and left wing, the latter's kicking being excep
tionally good. The College right wing attacked dangerously
several times and on each occasion were prevented from scoring
by Tayler, Quiney and Egerton, but when at length the ball got
out to the left wing, they scored, but did not convert (3-3).·

During the second half the game was very even. Osborne
were attacking dangerously when they were awarded a free kick,
and an attempt at goal failed. Good runS were made by Quiney
and Rogers, both of whom were well collared by the opposing
back; and once, when the Osborne attack was developing, Carr
relieved with a long punt, transferring play from the Sherborne
to the Osborne twenty-five. Quiney and Tayler followed up and
the latter collared the back splendidly, preventing him from
getting in his kick. The Colts remained in their opponents'
twenty-five till the whistle was blown for no-side, shortly after
wards, leaving the game a draw (3-3).

It was unfortunate that the three-quarters were not given
chances to open the attack, but they defended very well. Of
the forwards, \Vaugh, Harris and Rooper played well; de Vitre
was good at scrum-half, and Prevost, at fly, played a plucky
game. Carr's kicking was good, Tayler collared very well, and
Rogers played with dash.

Colts' XV-Egerton; Quiney, Tayler mi., Carr, Rogers;
Prevost, de Vltre; Turrell, vVaugh, Harris, Frost mi., Hooper,
Elliott, Lockwood, Hasler,
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COLTS (UNDER 16) v. CLIFTON COLLEGE COLTS.

Played on the Upper on Saturday, November 1St, and lost by
17 points to 3·

COLTS (UNDER 16) v. WEYMOUTH COLLEGE COLTS.

Played on the Upper on Saturday, November 29th. An easy
victory for the School, 92 points to o.

COLTS (UNDER IS) 11. DOWNSIDE SCHOOL COLTS.

Played at Downside on Saturday, November 8th. After a
close game this match resulted in a win for the School by 9
points to 5.

COLTS (UNDER IS) v. OSBORNE R.N.C. (UNDER IS).

Played at Osborne on Wednesday, November 19th. Neither
side scored.

THE FOOTBALL SEASON, 1913.

With the exception of the O.S. Match the Football 'Out
Match' Season is over, and may be briefly passed in review.

Results have proved more successful than we dared to expect
three months ago. Out of eleven matches the 1st XV has won
seven and lost four. Two of these defeats, by the Harlequins'
'A' and Clifton Club, were inflicted in the first fortnight of term,
before the team, which had only four old' colours,' had settled
down. Bath, overpoweringly strong with several County
players, and the R.N.C., Dartmouth, make up the sum of losses.

To set against these come the victories over Bulford Camp,
Oxford 0.55., Blackheath 'A,' Channel Fleet, Tonbridge,
Llandovery, Dulwich.

It is always a dIfficult task to appraise fairly past and present,
neither to be dazzled by the meteor whose glory has not yet
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faded, nor to be the slave of 'Iaudatio temporis acti.' And
probably it is of little profit to compare E. E. F. Baker's XV with
C. O'D. Carey's and D. G. Smith's unbeaten sides of 1906-7 and
1908-9. But in one respect no side of these last two decades
has surpassed this one-and that is in the spirit that defies defeat.
In all three School matches we were behind twenty minutes
before the end; in all three School matches' time' saw us
victorious. To success hard training contributed not a little;
fitness compensated for weight (in which we were more than
usually lacking), and keenness and the joy of battle for bulk and
size. Two salient weaknesses which House Captains will, we
are sure, try hard next term to overcome, were out-of-touch play
and goal-kicking. In the Dartmouth and School matches, out
of IS tries we gained (many in a favourable position) two were
converted!

Further, a pronounced weakness in the line-out is charac
teristic of the play of the whole School.

Turning to individuals, Young did weIl at fuIl back in kicking
and fielding; his tackling, too often broke down, chiefly through
slowness in anticipating movements and consequently not getting
near enough to his man.

Baker was the mainstay of the three-quarters, both in attack
and defence. In all defensive work he was ubiquitous, and
younger players should imitate his tackling and rush-stopping
of which, through the weakness of his co-centre and fly-half, he
had more than his share. ]enkins combined weIl with Baker
and took his quick passes very well; he must cultivate a hand
off and imitate the try-getting devices of vVelsh outsides.
Stuart-Prince was uncertain, but rose to heights of excellence in
the Tonbridge match-he needs a dry ground. Clarke was
very ne'lt, but lacked defence, especially in the earlier part of
the seas~)ll-his half-back play against Dulwich was an
inspiration.

If Vacher will learn-he has hardly begun to do so yet-to do
the' dirty work' incidental to a fly-half, he will make a great
player; he has the rare gift of getting up fuIl pace in one or two
strides.

Prance was strong and plucky, but very mechanical-indeed
scrum-half play is at present far the weakest department of
Sherborne football.

Westlake, Hadges and Frost made an excellent front row
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and were often quick enough in following up to be also
prominent in the open. Fenn, Carr-Ellison and Kestell
Cornish are all very hard workers-possibly the two former
were a little disappointing when the ball got loose. \Vheeler
and Boskins are honest in the tight and often quite brilliant in
the loose, and the former led the forwards very well after the
first few matches, in which he was inclined to be ' feverish.'

To sum up-a XV greatly deficient in weight, which freely
made mistakes in conception and execution, but a keen, willing,
plucky lot of • triers,' with whom it was a pleasure to be in any
way associated.

The 2nd XV, kindly coached by Mr. Elderton, won two
matches and lost one to N!ou];ton Combe. They had a good and
dashing' pack,' of which :Mason, Smith, Agar and Russell were
the best, and fair outsides who have yet to learn the absolute
necessity of running straight and at full speed and of quick
hands. Grove, Smyth and Crawhall-Wilson show promise for
another seasQn.

The Senior Colts were frankly disappointing. The forwards
were big and strong and should have been much better-their
irresolution against Clifton Colts, with the exception of \Vaugh,
a dashing but clumsy young forward, and possibly Barris, was
painful to witness. Of the outsides, Prevost was the best, but
he must grow; Scott, Tayler mi. and l"togers are all promising
three-quarters. If Carr ,vere not impervious to any coaching,
he might also be of some use to a future School XV. The side
played three matches-won one, lost one, and drew one.

The Junior Colts suffered much from accidents and seldom
played together until just before the Downside match, which
was no test and was fairly easily won. Osborne proved more
difficult, their 2nd XV giving the Colts plenty to do to draw a
very even game. Thornton and Paterson stood out in the pack,
the rest being an even lot, while More, a strong runner, should
one day make a three-quarter, Stallard also being promising.

Finally, the patriotic energy of the School as a whole, through
out the term, in converting themselves into voluntary hewers of
wood and drawers of soil, and setting up-or rather levelling-a
• monumcntum aere pelennius' on the School Field, must be
put on record to point a moral to more degenerate days.
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GAMES' FUND.

2°7

The Treasurer of the Games' Committee begs to acknowledge
the receipt of £1 (the surplus of the Commemoration Dance)
from T. A. Bell, Esq.

ARCHAEOLOGICAL SOCIETY.

The Society has been extremely fortunate this term in its
meetings, though the visit to Newton Surmaville, to which all
were looking forward with great eagerness, was not able to be
be made.

On November 1st, Mr. Wildman read a paper in the Abbey
on the bells, extracted from a contribution of his to the
"Proceedings of the Dorset Field Club" (vol. xxv., page 161).
He told us tbat the evidence concerning the bells is gathered
from the parish accounts, which are stored and remain in the
Abbey Muniment Room. There are now in the Abbey tower ten
bells, viz :~A peal of eight, a fire bell and a Sanctns bell. The
present first and second bells, cast by G. Mears of \Vhitechapel,
were only added in 1858, up to which year the peal consisted of
six bells. The first mention of the bells in the parish accounts
was made in 1515, when 2S. 4d. was paid for their care, 13s. 4d.
for repairs to the Great Bell and 2d. for a repair to the "pan,"
or fire bell. The 'Great Bell was brought from Tournay in 1515
by \Volsey, so says a tradition, probably correct. The peal of
AlIhallowes,it may be gathered from the accounts of 15'27, con
tained at least five bells, and these with the Wolsey bell make
up the old peal of six. The same year's accounts record
repairs to the Sanctus bell: repair~ to this bell have taken place
from time to time, but It has never been recast and may be claimed
as surviving from pre-Reformation times. In 1542 there must
have been at least six bells, for in that year the sixth bell (now
the eighth) was trussed. A bell, which has been calculated to
have been over a tou in weight, and must therefore have been
the great bell of the monastery, was sold in 1553: and about
the same time John Poole of Yetminster made a new fifth bell,
besides recasting the present eighth and sixth. The present
third and fifth bells were made in 1567 and 1572 by \Villiam
Purdey, of the famous Purdey family of bell-founders, who had
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recast six of the others by the end of the seventeenth century,
among them the great bell in 1670' In 1586 the present fourth
bell was cast out of the overplus of the third by Cole of M udford,
and Robert Austin recast about this time the present fifth and
third, the Lady bell and the fire bell, which was made smaller.
\Vhere the parish accounts from 1720 onwards are, is not known:
but there is some additional information to be gathered from the
bells themselves, as that the present third bell was the gift of
Thomas Gerard to replace one which had been used for oell
metal: it was recast in 1903 by \Varner of London, together
with the Lady bell.

It had been intended to go along the gallery under the Abbey
roof, but an unfortunate mishap put an end to a very pleasant
expedition.

We had a most interesting lecture on November 22nd from
Mr. H. Pouncey, secretary of the Dorset Field Club, on "Thomas
Hardy and his \Vessex." The President introduced the lecturer
and thanked Mr. Hudson for the trouble which he had taken in
preparing for the success of the evening. He is himself an ad
mirer and keen reader of Hardy's works and expressed his
regret that though frequently mentioned in the" \Voodlanders"
justice is not done to Sherborne. Mr. Pouncey, he added, is
not only an authority on Hardy, but knows the archaeology and
everything else of Wessex thoroughly.

Mr. Pouncey hoped that all the embryo archaeologians in the
room would follow in the steps of the author of the" History of
Sherborne," and fall at once under the spell of his Wessex.
Bishop Moule, preaching here on Commemoration Day in 1905,
had ended his panegyric of his native county with the words
" I love the very dust thereof "-not the lecturer thought of the
high-roads, but of the lanes and the breezy uplands which give
Dorset its austere beauty. This county is also full of antiquarian
interest, containing in abundance barrows, some of which have
been opened and display a cinerary urn or a skeleton with a
simple food pot, and Roman antiquities, notably the amphora
dredged up at Wessex and the pavements which form the subsoil
of Dorchester. There are noble ruins, as the Abbey Gatehouse
at Cerne; majestic castles, as at Corfe, called in the "Hand of
Ethelburta" " a place of windy corridors"; minsters as at
Wimborne; mansions as at Athelhampton, which was once
~'lHH:l an jnn Ilt all times and like a court at Christmas";
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historical memories, as of Sir Philip Trenchard's hospitality to
Archduke Philip.

But to many Dorset has gained new attractions from its
associations with Thomas Hardy, poet, dramatist, writer of
romance, and above all fatalistic, pessimistic philosopher. His
reply to the critics of "Time's Laughingstocks" that if he is
pessimistic, it is a needed antidote to the" grinning optimism of
to-day," is typical of his outlook His face, which met with
great applause when thrown on the screen, is indeed that of a
man" wearied by thought."

Then came typical peeps of Dorset; Shaftesbury downs,
Blackmore Vale, "King Jarge on 'is 'oss," and thatched cottages.
Meanwhile the lecturer gave us a pleasant surprise in the form
of some typical hunting-songs, the exotic "John Peel" and
"The Cheerful Horn or Nancy's Fancy," a native of this county.
After pictures of the country came pictures of its inhabitants,
such as the farmer content with" his home-brew, brown bread
and cottage well thatched with straw," Granfer Will'um aged
"an 'undred and zeventeen come next 'tater-diggin' ," as he said
in a chapter of "Far from the lVIadding Crowd," which the
lecturer recited with remarkable impersonations of the speakers,
and the" turmut hoer," the subject of a well known song which
he also gave us. There followed views of the Conduit, the
vVhite Horse at \Veymouth, Chesil Beach and Portland Bill,
and a beautiful photograph of the "''-'hite City of South \Vessex "
in the sunset. The curiosities of Portland are admirably set
forth in "Central Wessex" by Mrs. Kingwally, who tells a
story of a fish-wife in league with smugglers carrying their
illegally imported spirits under the false bottom of her deep
basket.

The lecture was wound up with some more excellent stories,
excellently told, of which the best was that of the player of a
"bass viol" in a church band who, when asked why he kept the
fingers of his left hand still, said "Zome do twiddle wi' their
vingers and zome doan't. I be one ofthem what doan't." Then
with regret we bade good-bye to the \Vizard of \Vessex and
Master of Nature \Vorship.

The Headmaster returned thanks to the lecturer in a few
well-chosen words.

On Saturday, December 13th, Mr. Hudson gave a most
interesting lecture on "French Art," illustrated by many fine
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lantern slides. He commenced by pointing out that there can be
nothing more interesting than history, and art is history.

Early French art was almost entirely kept alive by the pain
ting of glass for church windows. This glass is very fine in the
cathedrals of France, especially at Chartre, the west front of
which was called" Ruskin's Bible."

The French quickly broke away from the stiff Romanesque
style to the far finer and more inspiring Gothic. Some fine
pictures of the Cathedrals of Rouen and Beauvais were shown
to illustrate the new style. The latter is the most daring of
Cathedrals; the projected internal height being 180 feet. Unfor
tunately, the nave being unfinished, the fine tower had but little
support and fell in a storm. The fine slide of" The Canterbury
of France," Rheims cathedral, was then shewn. Then followed
some fine pictures of Paris, including the Royal Chapel built by
one of the kings of France to contain Christ's crown of thorns and
a fragment of the true cross, which have now been removed.
The Renaissance Architecture came into France fully developed.
Some fine slides were also shewn of Notre Dame, Richelieu's
Palais Royal, Le Grand Palais des Beaux Arts. The Palace of
Luxembourg, the Louvre, which was the old Palace of the
French royal family till Catherine de Medici built the Tuileries
and of St Germain L'Auxerrois, the bell of which tolled out the
signal for the terrible massacre of St Barthoiomew's Day. Next
came a peep at some of the great Italian artists from whom the
French studied. At the end of the thirteenth and the beginning
of the fourteenth centuries Cimabue found a clever shepherd boy
named Giotto, who became his pupil and eventually a far greater
artist than his master. A fiue reproduction in colour of Giotto's
" Dante" was shewn.

The next great artist was Fra Angelica the first of the monk
artists of S1. Marco. Then came Michael Angelo, whose famous
., David " was carved out of a solid block of stone, eighteen feet
in length. Some fine slides were also shown of " The Beautiful
Gates" of Florence, which took twenty years to complete,
Leonardo de Vinci's " Last Supper," the Sistine Madonna, and
"La Gioconde" or "Mona Lisa," the recovery of which, in
Florence, is now causing so much excitement. The first artists
of the real French School were Nicholas Poussin and his con
temporary Claude, the great landscape painter, to rival whom it
was the constant ambition of the great Turner.
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Art in the reign of Louis XIII was both classical and rather
formal, but under the next king, Louis XIV, it advanced wirh
very rapid strides. Under Louis XV the subjects chosen by
artists were quite light and frivolous. One of the chief
painters of this reign was vVatteall, a sad man, who painted light
subjects, cleverly coloured, and refined. The inclination of art
in these times was to become light and frivolous. Madame Le
Brun's portraits of herself and her daughter, which are of a
more serious nature, are very famous. Next came the great
painter Greuze, who was, as it were, the stepping stone to the
Romantic period. He put far more sentiment into his pictures
than any of his predecessors.

David was the first ot the French artists to go back to the old
heroic style, most of his pictures being founded on classical
subjects. A rapid sketch which he made of Napoleon Bonaparte
was received with great applause, when put upon the screen.
By Napoleon, who was a critic in his way, David was persuaded
to illustrate scenes from the great general's own life.

The next French artist of any great importance was Messonier,
many of whose paintings may be seen at the \Vallace Collection
in London. His figures of men and horses are very won
derful and his work is minutely careful. Owing to the shortness
of the time left at the lecturer's disposal, the remainder ot
the slides were run through rapidly. The most interesting
of these were, "The Gleaners," "The Horse Fair," by Rosa
Bonheur, "The Shepherdess" and "The Angelus," these
last being the work of the French School of "Peasant Painters,"
The French are especially strong in figure, which is splendidly
shewn in their sculpture.

Mr. Wildman in a characteristic speech thanked Mr. Hudson
for his most interesting and instructive lecture, and Mr. Arthur
Scott for his excellent manipulation of the lantern.

OXFORD O.SS. LETTER.

To the Editor of The Shirburniall.

Dear Sir,
vVere your demands for this letter less relen tIess, I should

feel less compunction in writing it: but when you assure me
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that no one else in Oxford-for I suppose the writer must reside
in Oxford for at least twenty-four weeks in the year-can be
found to give you any news (however false) of the doings of
Shirburnians in that University, I suppose I must endeavour to
do my best.

Having got that off my chest I will proceed to business. I
imagine that it is very rarely that it has been said that Old
Shirburnians have in any way dominated any particular sport
or for that matter literary pursuit-in Oxford. But now I
think there is ample cause for saying that Shirburnians have a
higher percentage of their numbers in a certain form of sport
than any other school (though here, being a humble person, I
am open to correction). If anyone during the last term were to
go down to the upper river on a Monday afternoon, he would
see several small sailing craft either running ashore through lack
of wind or heing capsized through too much of it. If he was
let into the secret he would know a race was in progress: and
furthermore if he were to examine the occupants of these boats,
he would find among them such distinguished Shirburnians as
Tozer, Peele, Radcliffe, Adams, Lott, or Carus-Wilson. The
writer of this letter, who shall be unnamed, has seen all these
gentlemen in various stages of capsization (if such a word may
be coined), in one afternoon. But that I may not seem to be
pouring cold water on the efforts of these sportsmen, I may
mention that Tozer at any rate has won a race. Shirburnians
at last seem to have found their feet!

As regards other more strenuous forms of sport Tuke has
been playing Rugby football for Richmond and we should like
to have seen him perform for the 'Varsity. Lott ma. captains
Trinity and performs wonderful feats for his college.

V\'ebb ma., who has gone to lead the fashions at Exeter, has
developed into a great expert with the hockey-stick and plays
for Richmond and other places. Unfortunately, damage to his
knee placed him on the sick list for some time. Sanders of the
same College has not been seen or heard of. Of the old stagers
Peele, beyond his appearance on the river, is little to be seen.
I suppose this is either due to impending schools or to the fact
that he resides miles away in the direction of Iffley. Cox plays
football regularly for University College.

It was very unfortunate that Nicholls could not come up to
fulfil his duties as Junior Treasurer of the Union. Webadly
want another Shirburnian on the committee: rumour points to
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the latest Balliol aesthete, Carus- Wilson; Adye has been seen
catching crabs with great regularity on the river this term. I
suppose' togg-ers' next term is his goal in life. Bennett is
living the life of a recluse, as he finds that he has now got a lot
of work to do; but he sometimes appears in a long c1oak
which would suit the most tragic of tragic actors-in company
with a dog. Muspratt at New College also seems to be fearing
the approach of schools, as he is seldom to be seen.

Our Corpus representatives are living the usual Corpus life.
Fausset apparently does nothing in particular, but punt and
canoe down the river; Janasz displays vestments of the most
lurid type; and Wight plays the piano regularly till one o'clock
in the morning, to the annoyance, I should imagine, of his
neighbours.

There were a goodly number of Shirburnian Freshers this
term. Adams is obviously a nut at Trinity and shares a
room with the younger Lott, who has developed into a cox.
Lund at \Vorcester has been seen on the river and I believe also
on the football field, where Carus-Wilson still delivers his
lightning changes, after having found a rowing-boat not suitable
to his particular build. Hodgson, when he is not fulfilling his
musical engagements, which seem innumerable, roars about the
town on a' newly-purchased motor bicycle. He also has been
seen trying his hand at the oar. Samler plays football for Keble,
while Brooks-King-though I don't know how he represents
Pembroke-at any rate is there.

And so having probably offended all those whom I have
mentioned and those whom I have not, and having delivered
myself of a thankless task,

I remain,
Yours humbly,

AN OXFORD O.S.

CAMBRIDGE O.S. LETTER.

Dear Sir,
We have noticed with regret the absence of the Cambridge

O.S. letter in recent Shirburnians and so we venture to write
one. There are twenty-two Old Shirburnians in residence this
term.
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Our first duty is the pleasant one of welcoming Mr. R. Butler.

A. G. E. Sanctuary (Caius) wears one of the more lengthy
gowns, studies theology and plays tennis.

P. E. H. Parry-Jones plays for Pembroke 1st XV and in his
spare moments is led about by a bull pup. Next term he may
be seen on the river as no ordinary oar.

P. A. T. Simey played in the Seniors' Match and is Captain
of Queens' at Rugby; represents his College on the track.

H. C. Hughes (Peterhouse) makes empassioned speeches on
the Suffrage and entertains the more violent militants.

H. C. Ratton-Hall (Trinity Hall) is rowing in the Trial
Eights, and wears checks.

J. C. Gurney is Secretary of Peterhouse Rugby; has won his
College mile and three miles this term and is a hockey colour.

M. J. Morrison plays for Jesus' 1st XV.
A. Clapton (Magdalene) coxed a Trial Eight for one day.

One of the crew is said to have broken his oar on the bank.
Vv. L. Dandridge plays fly half for Emmanuel 2nd XV.
Messrs. CoBot and \Vest, as usual unseparable, are at Caius.
S. L. E. Graham-Montgomery is at Jesus; he has a budding

moustache.
G. F. Westcott (Queen's) takes his exercise on a motor

bicycle.
W. E. Elliott (Trinity) wears a. check cap at4So.
G. Y. Blair (Pembroke) is our most prominent Freshman;

Played a good game in the Freshmans' and Trial Matches and
has played for the ·Varsity.

L. J. Hooper has his 1st XV Colours at Emmanuel.
Chris. Puckridge coxes a Clare' cock eight.'
R. H. Bawdon (Clare), denied the Rugby Field, is seeking to

achieve fame on the River.
De Courcy Ireland, also of Clare, is a prominent member of the

C.I.C.C.U. and wields an oar.
E. Bligh (Christ's) plays for his College A XV. Is just

visible among the folds of an enormous O.S. scarf.
J. Whittingdale (Downing) gets up at unearthly hours to row

and spends his afternoons with corpses.



D. O. Lumley (Selwyn) stroked one of the worst 'Crock'
Eights ever seen on the Cam.

This is all the information we can gather and we will not
vouch for the accuracy of details.

We are, yours etc.,
CAMBRIDGE O.SS.

SCHOOL NEWS.

'Ne regret the following omission in our last issue :-J. C.
Loit (VI Form), and T. P. Muspratt (VI Form, Sergeant in
O.T.C.), have left.

H; S. Clarke (b) has been presented with his 1st XV Colours.

The following have been presented with their 2nd XV
Colours :-

E. R. C. Hobson (a)
G. B. Russell (c)
A. J. Smyth (b)
L. W. H. Stevenson Cb)
P. C. Grove (f)
B. M. S. Agar (b)
H. C. A. Davies (a)
A. C. Collier (b)

THE LIBRARY.

GIFTS TO THE LIBRARY.

A medal commemorating the restoration of the Sherborne
Abbey Church in the 19th Century; gift of Dr. William
Hammond, O.S.

E 253 Scotl's last Expedition; gift of H. R. Baker, O.S.
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K 203 Works of S. T. Coleridge, edited by E. Hartley
Coleridge, O.S., and given by him.

In the Ark' 0 Soul of mine,' London, 1912 } b ] R' d, . f ' Y anus rlOa es;The CIty 0 five gates, London, 'ft f th thgl 0 eau or.
1913

BOOK ADDED TO THE LIBRARY.

D 407 A Staff Officer's Scrap Book; Ian Hamilton, Vol. H.

DONATIONS TO THE MUSEUM.

Mr. T. E. Thomas.

Mr. A. Scott.

M. H. Webb, O.S.
J. M. Pim.
N. J. M. Barry, O.S.

E. B. C. Betts.
Mr. F. Taylor.

Fourteen English Birds; Stealite (carved)
from China.

Arancaria Sphrerocarpa (Bristol Road
Quarries).

Stuffed and mounted Heron.
Thirteen Cape Shells.
Somali Bit, Bridle, Saddle and Snuff-box

(B.S. Africa).
Black Cap's Nest
Mammoth and Rhinoceros Teeth.

WESTCOTT ART SCHOOL.

LIBRARY.

Given by Mr. Henry Hudson :-Colour Decoration of Architec
ture, by James Ward.
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When visiting Sherborne last Easter, I could not help
noticing that many of the competitors in the Sports might have
done a great deal better if they had possessed a little more
knowledge. To remain an amateur in the best sense of the
word does not mean that ignorance is virtue, especially when a
little knowledge can be gained so easily and is not a danger, but
an advantage.

I have, therefore, asked to be allowed to send a few notes, only
notes, on the subject in order to help those, who next year are
hoping to do great things in the Sports.

,THE OBJECT.

The object of training is to bring the body into the best
condition for sustaining a definite strain without injury through
reaction. It must be remembered then that the body is the
most wonderful and the most delicate instrument ever put
together. Treated fairly it is the most spontaneous of servants,
treated without consideration it is more rebellious than an
Irishman.

HEALTH.

The centre of the instrument is the stomach. If that unruly
member is against us, then we are divided indeed. The indicator
to its condition is the digestion, and it will solve for each person
the vexed question" 'What may I or may I not eat? " Each
athlete must be his own judge in this matter. By the time he
is sixteen, he ought to know whether green apples are good for
him or not. There are some boys, who can eat green apples
without feeling any the worse. They are the fortunate few.
But there are certain kinds of food which are always good, i.e.
green food and fruit. Brown bread should be eaten in preference
to white bread, the former is loose in construction and full of
nourishment, the latter has little virtue, if any at all. Too much
potato, pastry or sugar are likely to affect the wind. Except
in very urgent circumstances avoid medicines like poison.
Medicines are of the nature of earthquakes; they are followed by
reactions, and often the last state of that man is worse than the
first. Stewed prunes, pulled figs, ripe apples are excellent
curatives to certain difficulties, which assail the athlete in
training. In all these matters the digestion is the judge and
controller of each person. If the health is sound do not worry
about diet, as worry will reduce an athlete to impotency.
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BUILDING UP.

Thanks to the conditions of his life, the school boy is what is
called generally fit. The regular hours, the regular exercise in
games are a splendid preparation for the more serious work of
training. But even then his body is far from fit to stand the
test of a racing strain. To reach this point the frame has to be
built up gradually. There are such things as the stiff muscle and
the aching lung, both of which can be avoided, if judgment and
knowledge are called in. The stiff muscle is due to the old
muscle formation being violently broken up, and this should be
avoided by gradual exercise. Boys take a great pride in muscles
as hard as boards, but this is just the wrong condition for them.
In repose the muscles should be quite limp and unobtrusive,
though firm to the touch; when exerted, they should have the
consistency, which resembles the best india rubber. The aching
lung is caused by the extraneous matter and impurities being
cleared out, the process is painful, and the exercising of the
muscles at their base, which are only really developed by the
athlete. The body gets fat inside as well as out, and all this
has to be burnt out, or worked out, in order that even the nerves
may be clear and unhampered in energizing the muscles at the
call of the will. \<\Then the supreme moment comes and the
body, tuned up to concert pitch, acts, then comes the triumph of
the athlete and the exquisite thrill of unhampered movement.

STYLE.

In running, style is of great importance. Bad form wastes
strength, good form conserves it. No artist can afford to ignore
form, and form in a race will often pull a man through success
fully, when every ounce of strength is sucked out of him.
Runners often run against themselves, surely a vicious habit,
simply because they do not know how to hold themselves.

Firstly, train to run with the legs and not with the body. The
less motion in the body the better; all unnecessary heaving
of shoulders or swinging of arms is a waste of energy. The
body should lean forward from the hips slightly. This does two
things :-(a) it helps to throw the weight in the direction the
runner is going; (b) it helps to throw the legs out from the hips.
This will be seen if you stand still and begin to fall forward, the
leg will then shoot straight out from the hip, which is the motion
required in running. The final thrust forward comes from the
buttocks not from the knee or the thigh. The buttocks are the
driving wheels of the engine. The motion produced in this way
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is a gliding one, not merely up and down, but in order to get
the full reach of the stride the knee must be lifted to a certain
extent. How far? Far enough to allow the leg to be thrown
out straight in front. If the knee is too high the leg cannot be
straightened, if lifted too low the stride is from the knee and the
foot falls nearly in the same spot, where i~ was raised. In both
cases the result is both ugly and useless. Directly the body has
passed over the foot on the ground, that foot should be flung
back and carried as low as possible, not. kicked in the air. As
soon as possible it is swung forward and out from the buttock,
not the knee, and in this way time is saved and the stride
lengthened to its full capacity by the buttock being made to do
its share of the work. The aim should be to put as much force
into as little action as possible.

Secondly, learn to run on the toes. It saves time, prevents the
body from being jarred, it gives spring and freedom to the action.
This is not an easy thing for beginners to acquire, but like Topsy
it grows. Begin to practice it and the calves of the legs will
gradually be able to bear the strain. Skipping is an excellent
thing for this purpose and will make the football forward or the
fieldsman at cricket much quicker in his movements in getting
oft either with or after the ball. To run with a flat foot
necessitates two motions, to run from the toes only one.

Thirdly, one position of the arms is very important. \Vith
the body leaning forward the elbows should be held just behind
it and the forearms carried perpendicularly from the elbow. In
this position the arms from the elbows will swing gently with
the motion of the legs, but from the shoulders to the elbolVs they
should be kept still; the reason for the position of the elbows
behind the body is this. They keep the chest not only open,
but expanded to its fullest. This gives the lungs full play every
time the deep breath is taken. To allow the arms to swing
forward, as if gripping the air, or to swing across the chest, is
to close the chest every time and to cut short the action of the
lungs, which do not get, in consequence, all theair they require
to do their work.
. .in these notes, there is sufficient, I think, for anyone, who
wants to do his best, to begin his training on proper lines. It
will mean a little trouble and thought to get the principles well
into the mind, for they are not to be taken like pills and
swallowed with eyes shut, but each would- be-athlete must get
a knowledge of his own requirements and make use of the above
information, as he ~eems to need it. Next issue, I hope I may
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be allowed to give some directions as to the methods of practical
training on the track, and also hints as to the field events.

w. E. LUTYENS.

ENTERTAINMENTS.

OnWednesday, October 29th, a most interesting entertainment
was given in the Big Schoolroom by Mr. Capper, who stated
that one of his first appearances in public had been at Sherborne.
The most important feature was thought-reading, though the
time was not devoted entirely to this.

Mr. Capper began by demonstrating the ease with which
spiritualists can impose on the public. Two American spiritualists,
calling themselves the Devonport Brothers, had claimed that
they were able to free themselves from knots by the exercise of
their supernatural powers. The audience was shown that this
was nothing more than trickery by the fact that the entertainer
could free himself with the utmost ease when secured with
much skill and ingenuity.

After this Mr. Capper gave a wonderful exhibition of thought
reading. He extracted a pin from the coat of a member of the
audience, where it had been placed while the entertainer was
blindfolded. He also went straight to a person thought of by
another of those present, although blindfolded all the time. A
pair of glasses were also found by thought-reading and put back
on the nose of the owner. The discovery of a sham murder
was then enacted, the victim and the knife being found and the
murder being recommitted by the entertainer, who had been out
of the room on the first occasion.

On November 15th, Mr. Besly gave a most amusing enter
tainment in the Bi~ Schoolroom. He began with a song which
summed up the attitude of a certain sect to-day; it was entitled
, I'm afraid the country's going to the dogs.'

The next important item was the representation of a village
concert, in which the Vicar made a speech with much uninten
tional humour. The first event in this burlesque concert was a,
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solo, 'I'll sing thee songs most horri1;>ly in gloves of soiled
Cashmir.' The organist then played the 'Lost Chord,' but
becoming confused interspersed fragments from a valse tune,
with most weird results. This was followed by a song by the
Vicar's son, which ended the Village Concert.

Mr. Tester and Hamilton then played an excellent duet on
the pianoforte, which was much applauded.

Mr. Besly continued his entertainment, beginning with a song
called" Jingling Georgie." Its stirring chorus was sung by the
School with much gusto.

Then followed a series of stories, some of which were new to
us. Among them was the following: Two Americans were
walking in different directions, and one asked the other to
direct him to the nearest cig-ar store. The other at first
replied with a gruff '~o!' but afterwards, repenting of his
rudeness, went back. 'Did you want a cigar store?' he
enquired. 'No, thanks,' was the reply,' I don't smoke.'

Then came the most popular part of the programme, a song
entilted, 'On the day George-Loyd was born.' It described
the various strange happenings on that momentous occasion.

Mr. Tester and Hamilton then played another duet.

After this we were told some more humorous stories followed
by more songs, the last of which, entitled' Good-night,' brought
the entertainment to close.

LECTURES.

On November 6th and 7th, Lieutenant Chamberlain, R.N.,

lectured on the subject of the Indian Mutiny.

The first day was devoted to an account of the recapture of
Delhi. .

The causes of the Mutiny are well defined in the answer of
the native officer who, when asked to state them, replied: 'Tell
me first why it is that if one dog barks at night, other dogs
bark also.'
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The Indians naturally resented foreign rule, but there were
also many more immediate reasons for the outbreak. The Sepoys
were conscious of their overwhelming numerical superiority
(there were twenty brown to every white soldier) and resented
being compelled to serve outside the district in which they were
recruited.

But the final cause of the Mutiny was the fact that cartridges
were issued smeared with a waterproof mixture made (although
this was denied at the time) of a mixture of cow's fat and pig's
fat. Thus both Hindus and Mohammedans were defiled in
bitmg off the ends of these cartridges when loading; for the
cow is sacred to the Mohammedan, and the pig to the Hindu.

The first open mutiny was at Meerut where a premature
outbreak among the Sepoys took place on the 10th May, 1857.
The fact that this occurred before the appointed time is largely
responsible for the saving of India. The mutineers then marched
on Delhi, from which a handful of white officers succeeded in
escaping; and \Villoughby with a few others blew up the great
powder magazine. Meanwhile great efforts were being made
in the Punjab under the superintendence of John Lawrence,
and soon a force advanced towards Delhi, driving back the
mutineers as they \vent. On the 8th of June, 1857, the famous
ridge south of Delhi was reached and occupied by the little
army, which consisted of less than 9,000 men and was without a
siege train at first. Archda1e Wilson was in command, but the
famous John Nicholson was the real leader of the force. On
the 13th September, the attack was made, the heavy guns
having arrived by then. The Cashmir Gate was blown up
with much heroism, and it was here that Nicho1son was mortally
wounded.

The clearing of Delhi of mutineers, which took no less than
a week, was explained in much detail by the lecturer, who made
use of boys with flags of various colours to represent the
different bodies of troops engaged.

On resuming his lecture on the following day Mr. Chamberlain
said that the Relief of Lucknow divided naturally into three
parts: the first relief by Havelock, then that of Colin Campbeli
and finally the retaking of the city.

In Lucknow, the capital of Oudh, was Henry Lawrence.
This mau, who was as conspicuous for his charm and popularity
as for his ability, had for some time past been gradually
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preparing for the coming outbreak. This he did by gathering
provisions from the country round, receiving them in such
small quantities that the fact was unknown to all. \Vhen
news came of the beginning of the revolt he summoned all
Europeans into the Residency enclosure, which he fortified,
and where with a mere handful of British and Native troops he
held out against 25,000 mutineers.

On the 4th of July Lawrence was killed, and lnglis took
command. The force advancing under Havelock slowly forced
its way to the relief, though it was altogether too small to gain
any decisive advantage, and it at last entered the Residency. It

. is interesting to note that the story of hearing the bagpipes is
entirely without foundation.

Campbell then advanced on the city and enabled the garrison
of the Residency and Havelock's men's who had reinforced
them to escape. Ontram was left on the ridge to keep the
rebels in check till help arrived. Twenty-five thousand men
under the command of CampbelI finally came up and success
fully drove the mutineers from the city. The fact that they
were allowed to escape prevented the immediate collapse of the
Mutiny, which was not entirely crushed until early in 1859.

On December 6th the Rev. F. L. Norris lectured on the
siege of the Pekin Legation in 1900, at which he himself was
present.

The lecturer began with a description of Pekin city. Lantern
slides were shown of the city wall, which \Vas a great thickness,
and of one of the gates. vVe were also shewn a slide of the
Temple of Heaven, the greatest temple in China, where, before
the establishment of the Republic the Emperor used to go to
take upon himself the sins of his 350,000,000 subjects.
Photographs of the Summer Palace were then shewn.

The Boxer Rising was in part caused by an indemnity exacted
from all China at the demand of the various Enropean Powers.
'Ibis led to bitter hatred of the Manchu dynasty, and the Society
of Righteous Harmony was formed. This Society called itself
that of the Fist, signifying its unity, and so its members came to
be called Boxers. At fin;t the rebels were bent on substituting
tile l\lillg Dynasty for the l\Ianchu, but the l\1anchus succeeded
in turning their indignation on thl'l foreign devil,
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The insurgents entered Pekin, and the lecturer said that he
spent a terrible night, when he thought that his Mission House
was to be attacked.

Then came the attack on the Legation and a photograph was
shewn of its defenders, who were of many nationalities, British,
French, Germans, Italians, Russians, Belgians and Japanese.
The defences were described by the aid of some excellent slides.
The rest of the lecture was devoted to some extremely interest
ing anecdotes of the siege, which lasted ten months. The
defence was conducted by Sir Claude Macdonald. The lecturer
described his adventures on sentry-go. In the course of the
siege brick-bats were sometimes thrown into the Chinese·
trenches, so near were the two forces to one another. This
most interesting lecture was concluded by the story of how
a Chinese boy heroically volunteered to carry letters to the
relieving force.

CAMP.
JULY 29TH-AUGUST 7TH.

After this interval of time the irritations of Camp have passed
into comfortable memories: and even the most particular critics,
like slumbering volcanoes, have forgotten their indignation. To
sit by a winter fire, or hot-water pipe, and to consider camp
from an arm-chair is very different from considering it upon a
tent board, and, when easily ensconced, we can bring ourselves
to exclaim that we too are among those whom camps delight,
who believe, however much practice gives the lie to profession,
that to be up between 5 and 7 is to be up during the best hours
of nature's day; and pity those who have never heard Reveille
(even under its new name 'Rouse') and have never gone through
the dust and dirt and even muckiness of a camp day. Fitzgerald
declares that Tacitus was never so full of pleasant atrocity as on
a nineteenth century summer afternoon: but the atrocities were
probably less pleasant at the time: and without wishing to
compare the regime of the Rifle Brigade to the regime of Nero,
it may be said thai for most persons camp is never so full of
delightful tiresomeness as when it is six months old. It is a dull
mind that does not sometimes recall with wicked delight the
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genial explosiveness of a battalion commander: or the new
definition of patriotism which caused so much reflection: and it
is an unappreciative mind that can find no pleasure in the
recollection of the evening march through the woods to the
extreme edge of Clarendon Hill, and the silent watching of the
fall of darkness, un marred even-can we say rendered most
lovely?-by the flight of a late aeroplane. Was there no thrill
in the night attack? and no joy in the bustle of packing up and
leaving things tidy, for its own sake alone apart from its being
the end of discipline? These experiences are common to all,
but a smaller number will own to a subtle delight when they
remember praise and blame so delicately bestowed as at the
pow-wows: still fewer the charm of two days spent in watching
operations from Sidbury Hill, without hindrance or responsibilty
(of which they had been relieved): and one in a hundred (or just
a ~ew more) the satisfaction of passing yet one more examination
and attaining promotion. These be thy joys, 0 camp; and the
accompaniments of much instruction :-enough to make how
overwhelming a majority ready and eager for next August,
when we seek fresh fields in Staffordshire.

A small Field Day was held on October 18th on the ground near
Poyntington. 'B' Company were to load and remove stores
from Oborne village to be clear of the valley by 5 p.m. ' A'
and' C ' were intended to frustrate this plan. Quite conceivably
the stores would have got safely away: but probably most of 'B'
Company would have been exterminated. There was less satis
faction expressed on the part of the larger force at being misled
about the hour at which the stores might be supposed to be
loaded, than at having driven most of their foes to death. This
is presumably in accordance with the military doctrine that an
army fights on its stomach: but it seems rather an extreme case
of worshipping a theory. Yet it was an interesting afternoon,
especially for the defence; and it is always inspirlting to see
Captain \Vildman moving in the field and down the ranks full
of military enthusiasm. It sometimes seems a pity that a fight
cannot be immediately repeated on the same ground and with the
same scheme, so that in working out the problem some of the
most painfully obvious errors may be avoided.
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THE SOPHISTS.

On November 8th and 15th
Amold Bennett was read.

The Caste was as follows :

Ilam Carve
Albert Shawn
Dr. Pascoe
Edward Homing
Cyrus Carve
Father Looe
John Shawn
James Shawn
Texel
Mrs. Albert Shawn
Ebag .,.
J anet Cannot

"The Great Adventure" by

S. P. B. Mais, Esq
T. Dennis, Esq

A. R. Waugh
T. A. F. Slater
K. K. Muspratt
B. Z. Simpson

R. P. Romer
A. R. \Vaugh

T. A. F. Slater
... R. P. Romer

B. Z. Simpson
D. E. M. \Voodhouse

On November 29th a Debate was held on the Motion, " That
in the opinion of this house the substitution of Arbitration for
War would be both impossible and harmful."

The speaking was excellent, and the attendance the largest on
record, the number nearly reaching seventy.

W. B. vVrLDMAN, ESQ., rose to propose the motion. When
men disagree there is a tribunal to which he can appeal; the
nations have none. Certain points mllst always be reserved and
not dealt with by Arbitration. Different countries are at
different stages of civilization. Japan, for instance, still believes
in war. Arbitration would have no effect on such a power as
China, which must be fought. No· one, who has read German
literature, would say that Germany will not attack us. \Vhat
Germany wants is a ready-made colony, and Great Britain is
like a goose with a knife and fork already stuck into it. No
great power will allow its affairs to be interfered with if it can
prevent it. No steps are being taken for the introduction of
Arbitration, but vast sums are spent on war preparation. Other
nations would not let England enjoy the benefits of Arbitration,
for sh<: is not strong enough as a land power. One does not
arbitrate with a roast goose.

S. P. B. MArs, ESQ., opposed. This speaker hegan by calling
attention to four questions bearing on the subject. The first of
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these was the cost of armaments, on which he enlarged. The
second was the fact that international credit, which would make
it impossible for Germany or any other power to gain by victory.
Moltke said that there was only one thing worse than defeat,
and that was victory. vVho did stand to win? In the Boer
vVar it was the gold mine proprietors. Thirdly, labour would
make war impossible. A case was given in which reservists
actually refused to fight, because they could not gain by the war.
Fourthly, the question of expansion was not a cause for war,
because in all the great countries of Europe there was no increase
in the birth rate. Arbitration was not impossible, because over
one hundred arbitrations had already succeeded. We do not
want to fight for the benefit of contractors, the only people who
will gain. vVar will be impossible now that men are beginning
to think. The Empire was nothing to those who would be ex
pected to defend it. An instance of this was given. " \\That is
the good of the Empire to me" said a working man, "as long
as I have to open the window to put on my trousers?"

W. E. BECKETT, W ho spoke in fa vour of the motion, commented
on the nervousness, which he obviously did not feel. Force
would be necessary to make an arbiter's decision valid. Thus
a war would be undertaken to prevent another war. Rules and
regulations only tended to prolong war. A very good maiden
speech.

R. B. W. VINTER disproved the statement made by the Pro
poser of the Motion, that no one would be willing to arbitrate.
What sort of patriotism was that which was aroused by. the
Boer vVar? If law was possible to individuals, why not among
nations? The speaker finally called attention to the fate of
Bulgaria. He spoke with his accustomed skill and was much
applauded.

E. J. BOLTON rose and subjected the speeches of the opposers
to much criticism. In arbitration both parties want the lion's
share. vVar is necessary, and only a coward uphelc:i arbitraton
at any cost. Germany must have colonies, and we must prevent
her from getting ours. You can't arbitrate with savages. A
good speech.

R. J. MORTON complained that the debate had wandered from
the point. If a great power goes to war it will not fight alone.
After war, arbitration must follow to decide questions which
inevitably arise. \Vhy not arbitrate before the war. The hon.
member was not able to complete his speech owing to lack of
time.
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The HON. SECRETARY rose and quibbled.
E. G. P. FENN then rose, and in a humorous speech suggested

that the best place for the man, who had to open the window to
put on his trousers, was the Workhouse.

The Proposer and Opposer then made short supplementary
speeches.

When the House divided, the motion was carried by a
majority of 60 to 10.

[We regret that the many excellent speeches could not receive
a fuller report owing to lack of space. Ed.]

0.55. NEWS.

LITERARY.
, Another Book of the Sirens.' By Rathmell Wilson. Elkin

Matthews. 2/6 net.

MILITARY.
Brevet Major C. A. Armstrong, Northumberland Fusiliers,

has been appointed Adjutant of the Belfast University Officers'
Training Corps.

Major Arthur J. B. Church, Staff Paymaster, to be Lieutenant
Colonel. Dated November 17th, 1913.

MISCELLANEOUS.
The Secretary of State for the Colonies has appointed Mr. E.

V. Rochfort Rae an Assistant Resident in the Protectorate of
Northern Nigeria.

The following have been playing football, &c.
G. Y. Blair, Pembroke College XV, Cambridge.
M. C. Bennett, Middlesex and Rosslyn Park XV's.
A. W. Carr, 20th Hussars, Association (Captain).
J. C. Gurney, Peterhouse XV, Cambridge.
H. C. Hatton-Hall, Trial VIII, Cambridge University.
L. J. Hooper, Emmanuel College XV, Cambridge.
P. P. Hope, Somerset and Bath XV's.
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R. C. Lott, Trinity College XV, Oxford.
J. C. Millar, Keble College XV, Oxford.
M. J. Morrison, Jesus College XV, Cambridge.
P. E. H. Parry-Jones, Pembroke College XV, Cambridge.
A. B. Read, Surrey and Richmond XV's.
W. H. G. Samler, Keble College XV, Oxford.
G. H. Vacher, \Vorcester College XV. Final Welter

Weight Freshman's Boxing.

IN MEMORY OF A DISTINGUISHED SHIRBURNIAN

On Sunday, November 2nd, 1913, a parade service was held
by the Chaplain-General of the Forces in St. George's Church,
Woolwich, to celebrate the Jubilee of the Church. A touching
part of the ceremony was the dedication of several memOlials to
officers of the Royal Artillery, which have been recently placed
in the Church. One of these was in loving remembrance of
Lieut.-Colonel George Tennant Carre, who was a scholar of
Sherborne School, under Dr. Harper.

Few gunner officers have more literally carried out the proud
motto of the Royal Regiment-' Ubique.' He had fought in
five campaigns: New Zealand, 1863-66; Afghanistan and
Waziri, 1876-81; Egypt, 1882-84; Burma, 1885-87. He
had been three times round the world, his first voyage to New
Zealand being in one of the old sailing troopers that took four
months to get there. He had penetrated as far as Leh in
pursuit of ibex and sharpur in the days when Thibet was
scarcely known. He had served in South Africa, the Straits
Settlements, St. Helena and in all the main stations in India.
He had been in every branch of the artillery, field, garrison,
horse and mountain batteries. In the horse artillery he served
under Major B. L. Gordon in the famous 'Chestnut Battery'
and was described by that officer as the 'best subaltern I ever
had-smart, active, a good rider-his hearty manly character
making him a favourite with officers and men.' In the mountain
batteries he worked with the utmost energy and zeal and under
great hardships in the snowy ranges, where the frost was so
intense as to freeze hot coffee before it could be raised to the
lips. In his active service he had been four times mentioned in
despatches and was awarded five medals.

His many travels, dangers and hardships had left him with
abundant energy and greater power for exercise than is possessed
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by many young men. Anxious always to do what he could for
his country he undertook the charge of an ambulance class in
Salisbury. Bicycling to his home six miles from that city after
giving the prizes won by the class, on a dark stormy evening
he was heavily thrown over the handle bar of his machine and
died a week later on May 22nd, 1912.

MARRIAGES.

Barry-Merriman. On 15th November, at St. Cross Church,
Knutsford, by the Rev. Canon Merriman, Rural Dean of
Hulme, uncle of the bride, and the Rev. \V. Armour, Vicar of
the parish, Nathaniel lames Merriman Barry, of Naivasha,
British East Africa, youngest son of the late Sir ]acob D.
Barry, Judge President of the Eastern Division Court, Cape
Colony, to Marian Boyd, younger daughter ofMr. and Mrs.
Frank Merriman, of Hollingford House, Knutsford, Cheshire.

Baring-Could-Farmer. On the 12th of November, at St.
JOhn's Church, Sharow, near Ripon, by the Rev. Sabine Baring
Gould, assisted by Canon Palmer, the Rev. F. Heppenstall and
Rev. A. Clarke, Charles Sabine, son of Francis Baring-Gould,
of Merrow Grange, Guildford, to Agatha Mary, youngest
daughter of Rev. James Farmer, of Lucan House, Ripon.

Carbery-Ashburnham. On the 28th October, at Calcutta,
'VVemyss Carbery, eldest son of the late W. E. Carbery, Esq.,
and of Mrs. Carbery, Hartington Mansions, Eastbourne, and
Editha, younger daughter of Maj.-Gen. Sir Cromer Ashburnham,
K.e.B., Col. Commandant 3rd Batt. 60th Rifles, and Lady
Ashburnham, 165, Coleherne Court, S. W.

Hitchings-Bett. On the 8th November, at Holy Trinity,
Sloane Street, by the Rev. H. R. Gamble, assisted by the Rev.
Gerard Hitchings, brother of the bridegroom, Neville lames,
third son of Mrs. Hitchings, Shalford, Guildford, to Marion
Helen (May) Bett, 9, Cadogan Place, S.W., younger daughter
of the late Thomas and NIarion Crawford Bett, of Down Place,
Guildford.

Monro-Nightingale. On IIth September, at the Parish
Church, Leamington, by the Rev. W. Armstrong Buck, Vicar,
Herbert Trevelyan Momo, 51. Leonards-on-Sea, to Dorothy,
eldest daughter of NIr. and Mrs. Basil Nightingale, Leamington.
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Poore-Dennistoun. On 9th December, at St. Mary's, Hamilton,
by the Rev. Edward Archibald Forbes, assisted by the Rev. P.
C. Lempriere, Roger Alvin Poore, D.S.O., third son of Major and
Mrs. Poore, of Old Lodge, Salisbury, to Lame Margery,
daught"lr of the late Major R. J. \iV. Dennistoun, North
Staffordshire Regiment, and Mrs. Despard, of Balgreen,
Hamilton.

_r, I__

l1)bituar)1.

PENNEFATHER. On October 27th, at Cernobbio,
near Coma, of heart failure, the Rev. \iVilliam de
Montmorency Pennefather, only son of the late
Colonel Pennefather and the late Hon. Mrs. Penne
father, of Kilbraccan, Boscombe.

PEMBROKE. On Monday, November 17th, at 36,
Cranley Gardens, S. W., Harold \VilIiam Pembroke,
third son of the late Edward Pembroke, in his fifty
first year.

\VAKEFIELD. On December 6th, at Harrogate,
Edward :\1arcus Attwood \Vakefield, elder son of
the late Charles Marcus \Vakefield, of Belmont,
Uxbridge, aged thirty-six.

Rhoades' and Hodgson's, 1890-1895.

CORRESPONDENCE.

To the Editor of The Shirbumiall.

Sir.
Cultured parents object when their sons of eighteen read only the

sporting columns of the Times, or neglect the newspaper altogether and glut
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themselves with the Sportsman, but they fail to see that iu so doiug their
boys are ouly carrying on a tradition deeply rooted in the Public School
Magazine, which caters nearly entirely br the games side of a School.

When matter has to be left out it is never the accounts of School or
House Matches; these are reported at length in full detail always; these
take up the important middle pages : it is the" Poet's Corner" or the "literary
article" that goes to the wall to make room, and so the habit of reading
about games only grows.

The excuse given by most of the Editors, who in their heart of hearts
are ashamed of this practice, is that everybody likes to see his name in print,
liven if he is being damned: hence pages of description must be given to
all matches; when we contend that, if this prominence of names is neces
sary, a list of players with the bare scores is adequate, that the details of
the play are known only too well already to those who take any interest,
we are met by .. Yes, yes, we know all that, but all School magazines are
• rags' and have always been like this: we can't change ours unless every
one else does," or other specious rubbish of the kind.

It is by now fairly generally known that every school possesses a certain
number of real writers, real poets, and that they vegetate and lose their gifts
because no opportunity is offered them of using them.

If only the Editors would change their tone and allow serious subjects
to be discussed in their columns, and let the young versifier have a chance
to show his talent, these magazines might become the breeding-ground, the
practice-boards of great artists in embryo, instead of being, as they are,
cheap specimens of sporting journalese writing, and catalogues of names.

\Ve are not advocating as some readers may think, a system that will
only tend to make the original or pseudo-original writer who supposes that
he is a genius, think even more highly of himself; our system will result
in precisely the opposite: nowhere is harsher criticism dealt than at school,
and it would do many of these writers-in-secret who think that they are
Keatses or Shelleys or Byrons a great deal of good to be subjected to the
unbiased judgment of their fellows, especially if a rule were made that all
contributions had to be anonymous.

I am convinced that, to a great extent, the Magazine is to blame for
our ignorance on matters of vital importance.

The whole standpoint, the entire outlook should be changed; the aspect
broadened and deepened.

Articles on Certificate" A," the a.T.C., social questions, unknown
countries over the seas, astronomy, men of letters living and dead, political
questions, as well as aesthetic criticism on music, the drama, painting,
and literature, as well as original verse should find a place whenever any
writer shows any aptitude for expressing an opinion.

\Ve all know that nearly every individual in a school has a hobby and
knows more of one particular subject than many so-called well-educated
grown men know; why not let him benefit the commonweal by allowing
him to state his views to the rest of the school in print? He will learn his
limitations quicker that way than in any other and by dint of hard work
he may learn both to express himself in language that will appeal to the
majority and also press on to further conquests in his own sphere.

I am myself being persistently asked to recommend books for House
libraries and for School libraries ; why not have a Book Bureau and review
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books as any London paper does. recommending and selecting the sort that
would be acceptable to one sort and the other.

Now it is almost a miracle if a really good new book is procured by all
the different House libraries owing to the ignorance or callousness of the
House Librarian, who is chosen usually for his success in any department
but that of reading.

Instead too of allowing the Editors to write and produce the whole
Magazine every time. the whole school ought to he canvassed for contribu
tions and. but this is a minor point (is it?), good stuff should be paid for, at
the same rates at which at present these Editors are paid.

Nothing makes a man or boy respect himself more than the discovery
that he is earning mcney by virtue of his talents; to pay for accepted con
tributions would at once raise the whole tone and style of the production.
Instead of which. now, under existing conditions. genius lies fallow, and a
few friends of the monitorial editors shove their feeble, inan", pseudo
humorous verse into the magazine and look upon themselves as .. jolly
sound fellows for having taken the sweat to write at all for the rotten old
rag." Pay. say I, and pay well. Discriminate not at all among persons.
pay on the merits of the contribution, whether it comes from friend or foe,
fag or prefect, and you will produce in the end a magazine that will elevate
the whole school and incidently will do more to educate the majority than
many terms' work in form or out.

It is hard in the rush and turmoil of term to keep in touch with all
modern tendencies, and yet it is of primary importance to do so; but
everybody finds time to read the Magazine from cover to cover; surely
someone might be found able to touch upon topics that matter, and so really
in the end educate and elevate rather than pander to the taste that now
exists.

(From the Public Schools' Magazine).
Yours, &c.,

a·fJ,

[We bow before this eloquent rebuke, but we maintain in our defence
that we do attempt to get sensible and useful articles for publication, but
very few respond. 'a..fJ.' should remember that Match reports are of great
interest to Old Shirburnians as well as to those who like to see their names
in print. We are perfectly willing to pay contributors, if' afJ.' will tell us
where the money is to come from. ED.] .

Sir,
There are two points in ' R.J. 's' letter that call for criticism. Patriotism

is not as so many of his kind imagine synonymous with private prejudice;
it is loyalty to an ideal which may call on the uncomfortable possessor of
of it to sink the small. the local personal love in order to reach out to the
higher, the all-embracing. 'The Brotherhood of Man' as envisioned by
Tarn Paine, Godwin and their circle. was at least as patriotic as Burke's
insularity and many modern movements, thoughtlessly denounced by those
who can see no patriotism except in their own narrow sphere. are crabbed
by the' R. J.·s . who seem to see something disloyal, unpatriotic and even
defiling in the use of money for any national cause. Organisation on sound
lines in this imperfect world demand it;' therefore,' says our corres-
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I remain,
Yours, etc.,

pondent, ' away with organization. Let us above all things be sportsmen,
• running where we have not trained, openly scoffing that an' we would,
• we could do such things' for all the world like so many important Lears.

But worse far worse than this: 'R.}.' falls at the first hedge when it
comes to logical fallacies. Because we do not subscribe to a Games Fund
it does not follow, • R.}.' that we give our money to the poor. By no
means. Look through the subscription lists of late, ' R.}.' There will
you see notable instances of men of wealth who have given gladly to the
Games and helped the poor and the orphans as well: those who have
refrained from the one, has their money gone to the other? I think not.

Before tackling a problem involving two such immense ideas as Patriotism
and Political Economy, please 'R.}.' read Mr. \Vingfield-Streatford on the
one and at least one elementary handbook on the other.

Yours, etc.,
o.·fJ·

Dear Mr. Editor,
\Ve poor wanderers who in years gone by used to enjoy the School's

old songs have a hankering to hear once more the bellowing of the organ
and the sonorous voices of the Basses in 'Olim fuit monachorum' and
the Alto Trio in the Commemoration Song, &c.

Would it not be possible to record some of these sweet memories for
Gramophone records so that we exiles might listen to them once more?

We are,
Yours faithfully,

EXILES IN ASSAM.

[We feel that this is a good idea, though we are aware that there is a
:,;reat deal of prejudice against gramophGIles. ED.]

Dear Sir,
In view of a proposed • English Public School Club' in the city of

Glasgow, I should be very much obliged if any member of the School, who
knows of the names and addresses of any former English Public School
people resident or likely to be frequently staying in Glasgow would
communicate the same to the Editor.

Yours, etc.,

HENRY.

Dear Sir,
Could there not be an 0.5. Football Tour in the winter holidays?

There must be many 0.55. who would be able to give up a few days qf
their holidays at the beginning of the New Year, to take part in such a
tour and who would willingly do so.

Hoping that this letter will not be fruitless,

GRACULUS,
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Dear Sir,
Can any of your readers inform me why at School we are compelled to

use the new prouunciatiou of' Latin? Iu Oxford, at any rate, most of
the lecturers use the old.

It is very difficult for one who is accustomed to the new pronunciation,
to understand the old.

I believe I am right in saying that many Public Schools still use the old
pronunciation.

I am, Sir,
Yours humbly,

O.S.

Dear Sir,
\Vould it not be possible for a regular reporter to accompany the XV

when it goes away for a match? These matches are more interesting to the
School than those which have been played on the School ground.

Yours, etc.,
CONSTANT READER.

[We think that this is hardly necessary. We are able to collect the most
essential details of the game from various sOUrces. ED.J

Dear Sir,
May I be permitted to suggest that more music programmes be

distributed amoug the denizens of the gallery at the School Concerts?
Since attendance is compulsory it is only fair that some consideration
should be shewn them.

I am,
Yours, etc.,

FASTIDIOUS.

Dear Sir,
A year ago one happy afternoon a week I was allowed to enjoy leisure,

football was off, I was master of my time. \Vhy now is this denied me?
No more can I read a magazine lying in a hammock, I must change, must
become one of the huge crowd of British workers. Is this fair? I have
not even a trades union to protect me. Cannot this happy hour of leisure
be returned "I Hoping it can,

I remain,
Yours, &c.,

A SENIOR LEAGUITE.

Sir,
As the annual Christmas Concert is coming near, I wish to call attention

to the fact that while the people down below are enjoying the performance,
the gallery are not. It is impossible to be delighted with the best music
when one has only six inches of room. Could not some remedy be found
for this crowding?

DISCONTENTED SARDINE.
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Dear Sir,
Could not some more of the members of the School be constrained to

write something for The Shirburnian? I was looking over an old
number not long ago, and it was fuU of most interesting articles. Very few
contributions are sent in now, but if there were more, it would vastly
improve our Magazine.

Yours, &c.,

IN SPE VIVENS.

Dear Sir,
Might I voice the requests of many in the School that we should have

hymn 'Ad Completorium . after the evening service? It is very beautiful
and is not long. We used to have it occasionally, but now the custom
seems to have been entirely dropped.

Yours,
01 7rOAAot.

[A good suggestion. ED.]

Dear Sir,
Owing to the popularity of debates among the Sophists, as was evident

in the last debate, would it not be possible to arrange more than two in
a future term?

Yours,
ADOLESCENS ORATOR.

[We commend this to the notice of the officers of the Society. ED.]

Sir,
Would it not be possible for short accounts of the School football matches

to be inserted in the Morning Post? This paper makes a special feature
of Public School Football and I see that many of the other Schools have
their matches reported week by week. .

To some of us 0.5. who like to know that Rugby is still played at
Sherborne it would be interesting to see an account of the School matches
in a widely read paper, such as the Morning Post.

Yours faithfully.
R.H.M.P.

Sir,
I should just like to make a small suggestion through your pages that

the Hon. Editor of this magazine be paid for his trouble.
Yours truly,

AN 0.5.

[The position of Editor has for a considerable number of years ceased
to be an honorary one, but we are always glad to see tbat 0.55. take an
interest in our well-being. ED.]
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Dear Sir,
This letter is an appeal to the 0.55. Could it not be managed to start

an Old Shirburnian Rugby Football Club? I am sure it would do a great
deal of good for the footbalJ of Shirburnians when they have left school,
and should thus supply a long-felt want, as well as helping to maintain old
friendships. No one will convince me that members will be lacking
should this club be founded.

Hoping that some enterprising and patriotic Old Boys may read this and
help'to carry out the idea. ,

I remain,
Yours sincerely,

.4X QUARTS.

Dear Sir,
I should like to make a protest through the medium of your columns,

against the system on which the Drill Competition is decided at present.

Let it be clearly understood that this letter is not in any sense directed
against the winners of this term's competition.

Everyone will agree that the competition was instituted in the first place
to promote the efficiency of the Corps: it is not too much to say that the
present method of adjudging the cup usually creates bad feeling between
house and house, and does little towards furthering the general keenness
and smartness of the School Contingent.

The judge of the competition usually does his best to • stump' the
section commander and his section over some manceuvre, which is
practically unknown to the School Corps, and most of his impressions of
the section he obtains from conversation with its commander, instead of
seeing with his own eyes what a section can do. It is all very weIJ to say
that the squad commanders ought to be able to command the section in an
emergency, but when the inspecting officer makes them do nearly all the
drill, and the section commander hardly any at all, the whole competition
is brought as nearly to the condition of a farce as may be.

A keen section commander has given his section many drills, and has
expended much trouble on it for several weeks previously, and then in the
actual competition he is asked to give one' Form fours-left,' and then
• On the right form section,' and the whole thing is over as far as he is
concerned. It is very disheartening to section commanders, who do
contribute a great deal to the efficiency of the whole corps, and perhaps
still more so to the men themselves, who have been ha"ing several section
drills a week.

The result of the competition therefore depends to a great extent upon
the chance whims of the officer judging, and his personal impressions of
the commander or even of the squad commanders.

There are very obvious remedies to these defects in the competition,
and it is the duty of tbose in authority to see tbat something is done.

Yours faithfully,
CE~TUR!O PR!;\I! PILI.
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CONTEMPORARIES.

[DECEMBER.

M arlburian
MalverJzian (2)
Meteor (2)
Mill Hill Magazine
Pauline
Raslleian
Reptonian
St. Michael's College Chronicle
T onbridgian
Uppinghalll School Magazine
Wellillgtonian
Wykehalllist

The Editors acknowledge. with many thanks the receipt of
the following :-

Blzmdellialz
Calztuarian
Carthusian (2)
Cheltonian
Cholmdimz
Clavinian
City of London School

Magazine
Eastbournian
Eton College Chronicle (6)
H aileyburian
Lancing College Magazine
Lorettoman (3)

and apologise for any accidental omissions.

School House (a).
James', Curteis', Wood's, Whitehead's, Wild man's, Carey's (b).

Tancock's, \Vilson's, Dunkin's (c).
Blanch's, Bell's, Bensly's, TindaII's (d).

Hetherington's, Rhoades', Hodgson's, King's (fJ.
Milford's (g).


